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Censorship in WWII Letters

Guidelines in the Wehrmacht
Guidelines Nazis:
The actual purpose of the examination of field mail traffic was to prevent and ward off espionage and
"decomposition". Particular attention had to be paid to the following details:
1. information about official matters that were subject to secrecy,
2. spreading rumours of all kinds, 3. sending photographs and illustrations of all kinds that were subject to secrecy,
4. sending of enemy propaganda (leaflets), 5. critical statements about measures of the Wehrmacht and the Reich
government,
6. statements that aroused suspicion of espionage, sabotage and disruption.

The Censors

➢

Their most important task was to prevent, as far as possible, that "secret messages" or "messages with disruptive
content" were spread by the field mail. For this reason, the samples also had to be chemically tested.

➢

Chemicals and solvents were used, which, however, left traces on the tested documents after use.

➢

All characters written with secret ink or other invisible characters could be made legible by this simple procedure

➢

The censorship office had to around 200 per day.

Case Gaviny
➢

A case of a Luxembourger who was convicted
because of his statements in the letters: Albert
Gaviny spoke in his letters about the wish to desert
and to convince other friends, his parents have
already prepared everything and some hiding places.
His letters were discovered and he was arrested and
trialed. He was executed on October 20, 1944

Luxembourger and Censorship

„Ich kann einige Dinge jetzt nicht beim Namen nennen“ - Amadee Schaul
in his letter to this brother” (I cannot name some things now" - Amadee
Schaul in his letter to this brother.).
Talking about escaping and hiding:
Soldier Beckius was injured. He prepared his escape during his planned sick leave
at home. He and his friends used coded messages to exchange details: "Your
friend "Mauss" is eagerly waiting for you." This name stood for the word "shelter"
to signalise Beckius everything was ready.

Censorship as active danger?

➢
➢
➢
➢

The guidelines for writing letters were "rough" and not detailed.
language was not specified anywhere, but it was mandatory
because German was the official language of the German Reich
and the Wehramt.
But the letters were checked - and there were cases of
persecution, but in the majority the letters were not read in
detail.
But the danger was too great that you would be persecuted
because the authorities had the address and the unit to track
you down.

Example for a censored letter

censored letter (Beckius, L.
(2011). Vergessen? Verzeihen?
Schicksalswege
von
Refraktären und Flüchtlingen
1940-1945, page 49)
Letter to Leon Beckius from Lou
Kass

The “internal” censorship
➢
➢
➢

perhaps more effective than official
censorship
what to write home?
Here: exhortation of military
propaganda not to "worry" the
soldier at the front by writing about
the daily problems at home,
because this would influence the
fighting morale of “Hitler's soldiers”.

Example: The letters from Stalingrad
The Battle of
Stalingrad is
considered one
of the largest
(and bloodiest)
battles of
WWII.
It marked a
turning point in
the war and
significantly
weakened the
German forces.

Surrounding of the 6th Army
August 22, 1942 - February 2, 1943

➢
➢
➢

Army reports on 22. November
1943 - “Army is locked up, with
300.000 soldiers”
soldiers are trapped - a way
out impossible
a way in (for supplies and
letters only via plane

Losses and POWs
Losses:
➢
150.000 in the city due to hunger or during KIA
(Germans, Croatians and Rumaniens)
➢

91.000 were captured (6000 returned)

Letters from home
➢

➢

By the end of December 1943,
73,173 kg of postal mail had
been flown in January 15,215
kg
However, the airfields had been
lost and the mail could only be
delivered by drop, which of
course made correct delivery
impossible.

➢

Encouragement of the families to
send a "brave salute" to the front.
A letter of determination to the
“Führer” and to continue the “fight”

Intercepted (by the Red Army or by censorship authorities)
letters
Topics:
➢
➢

hunger, cold, uncertainty about
the future and the return home
life danger and longing home

"My dears, I ought not to write all this to you any
more, but I have no humour left in Leoben and
laughter is gone from me.... One lives as if in a
fever. If I were to be brought before the district court
and made more difficult because of this letter, I
would like to believe that it would be a relief for the
body.”

Front letters - A sentiment report for the Nazi regime
These letters controlled from Stalingrad are so interesting because they were written in the awareness that they were "last
letters", which not infrequently led the writers to abandon the prescribed restraint and display an unguarded openness.
Report Feldpostprüfstelle 14-22.12.42 Panzer-AOK 4
Surprise at being trapped gives way to
sobriety. Confidence in leadership and
expectation of letters from home.
Complaints about supplies (200g bread,
no candles and minus 20 degrees)

"Everyone looks like death incarnate, they're just skin and
bones."
"Hopefully my feet will soon be completely frozen, then I can
go to the military hospital".

Report 22.12.42-9.01.43
Pioneer to his sister: 15.12.42
I have not received any mail from you for five
weeks. Things look grim here. For four weeks we
have been eating only horse meat, the day before
yesterday we slept a cat, I can tell you what I
never thought possible, it tasted wonderful. If it is
possible, send immediately sewing kit, a pocket
knife, whatever kind, nud then soup dumplings,
custard powder and sweetener.

CONCLUSION - “Power of the letters” (here: for families and authorities)
➢

➢

➢

Censorship was not even the main problem or a big problem - it was more
about internal censorship and concern about the content and mood of the
people - also for the Wehrmacht
most of the letters from Stalingrad were transfered to the families - but after
the surrender of General Paul and the capture of over 90.000 soldiers, the
families did not receive any information from the Nazi Militar leadership
“Heroes had to be dead” (rather than the admission of a military strategic
mistake or even fiasco)
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